
Qu-Pad
Add the Qu-Pad iPad app to your Qu setup and you’re free 
to adjust the monitors on stage, roam around the venue 
whilst tweaking the PA, and then mix the show from the 
heart of the audience. Qu-Pad connects to the mixer over 
Wi-Fi* and gives instant access to all live mixing 
parameters and settings.

*Requires the connection of a Wi-Fi router or access point to the 
Qu Network port.Qu Network port.

Qu-You allows up to seven performers to control their 
monitor mixes using an Android device,  iPhone, iPad 
or iPod Touch, and frees up the engineer to focus on 
the audience.

ME Personal Mixing System
Qu mixers are fully compatible with our ME Personal Mixing 
System. Any number of ME-1 personal mixers can be 
chained from the dSNAKETM port (or from an AR2412 / 
AB168 AudioRack if you’ve got one connected to the 
dSNAKETM port). Each performer can be given tailored 
control over their own mix, leaving the engineer free to 
focus on the audience experience. 

Find out more at allen-heath.com/MEFind out more at allen-heath.com/ME

Qu mixers are self-contained, so if you’ve already got the 
analogue cables you’re good to go. If you’re thinking of 
trading in the copper multicore for a Cat5 digital snake, 
Qu’s dSNAKETM port has you future-proofed, allowing 
connection to a combination of AR2412, AR84 or portable 
AB168 AudioRacks.

Portable rugged 16 inputs, 8 outputs 
stagebox with dSNAKETM connection 
and expansion port.

dSNAKETM is our proprietary networking solution, boasting
a transport latency of only 105us over cable runs of up to 
120m / 390’. So if you’re mixing FoH you can place your I/O
on the stage and run a single Cat5 cable back to the Qu 
mixer in the mix position.

24 inputs, 12 outputs 
AudioRack with dSNAKETM 
connection, expansion port 
and dedicated EtherCon 
connection to the ME personal 
mixing system. 3u rack mount.

8 inputs, 4 outputs AudioRack 
with dSNAKE connection. 
1u rack mount.
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